
Legendary - Game of Heroes

**About Legendary - Game of Heroes**

Legendary - Game of Heroes is an RPG that combines elements of a classic role-playing game

with match-3 puzzles. In order to attack opponents, at least three elements of the same color must

be matched. This combination causes an attack, which is performed by the respective hero of the

team.

The role-playing game Legendary - Game of Heroes takes place in the fantasy world of Korelis.

You have to build a team and complete numerous quests with it. In the game, numerous strong

heroes are available. As the game progresses, you can add more and more heroes to your

collection and improve their abilities constantly. A special feature of Legendary is that you fight

with the help of Match-3 puzzles. If you combine at least three elements of the same color, one of

your heroes will perform a corresponding attack. The longer the combination you build, the

stronger the attack that occur. To defeat particularly strong enemies even easier, you can also join

a guild or fight with your friends.

**Legendary - Game of Heroes: Features**

- Combat and Combine: Legendary - Game of Heros is a role-playing game that combines the

classic elements of an RPG with tricky match-3 puzzles. You can only attack opponents with the

help of these colorful puzzles. If you combine three elements of the same color, one of your

heroes will attack the opponent. The longer the combination you build, the stronger the attack of

your hero.

- Create your team: You usually fight with a team of 4 heroes. Hundreds of strong heroes are

available that can be part of your team. Your collection can be expanded constantly during the

game. For the rest of the game, it's also important to continually develop and improve the abilities

of your heroes. When you improve your heroes, they are able to cope with strong opponents.

- Complete quests: On your journey through the fantasy world of Korelis you have to complete

numerous missions. If you complete a quest successfully, you will receive special quest rewards.

- Join a guild: If you prefer to attack monsters in a team, you can become member of a guild. With

this guild you can also participate in special guild events. You also have the opportunity to fight

with your friends outside of the guild. The loot you get in these joint battles is then shared between

you and your friend.

Conclusion: Legendary - Game of Heroes convinces by combining numerous game elements. The

player not only enjoys an exciting role and trading card game, but also a tricky puzzle game.


